Gefken Basic. Surprisingly versatile
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The custom-made cases from the Gefken
Basic range offer many options. We
are happy to guide and advise you. The
cases consist of a frame of clear or black
anodised aluminium profiles with panels in
various colours that can be finished with a
single colour logo or full-colour printing. In
this way, the case will always have the look
and feel that represents your business.
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With the Gefken Basic you have many
possibilities. Made to measure down to
the millimetre. Attaché style? Or rather
a style with a top opening, like a beauty
case? A low base section with a removable
high lid on top? It’s all possible. Equipped
with wheels and a pull-out handle, so you
can pull the case behind you like a trolley?
That’s no problem either. Whether it’s a
few or a few thousand pieces
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Gefken
Gefken provides solutions that perfectly suit your way of working. Solution-focused customisation. A starting point that hasn’t
changed since 1959. Perhaps the reason why Gefken, with its own factory in the Netherlands, has grown into the European
specialist in the field of custom-made cases and flight cases. Our extensive range of aluminium profile cases and custom-made
flightcases, from Gefken Basic to G2 Flightcases, offers solutions for every sector and application. All our products make work
easier and more efficient.
From custom-made cases and flightcases to engineered specials
With our own team of engineers, industrial product designers, experts in the field of aluminium profiles and construction
possibilities, and our factory with modern machinery, we are able to think beyond cases and flightcases.
Have a conversation with the makers and discover that the best solutions are more surprising than you think. Interested? Make
an appointment with Gefken.
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